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(54) [Title ofInvention] Game Device Operating Buttons

(57) [Abstract]

[Object] To provide game device operating buttons wherewith operations that mix and

combine a plurality ofoperating buttons are easy, the space occupied on the operating

board is reduced, pleasing aesthetics are realized, and it is also possible to reduce costs.

[Configuration] Key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a for operating at least three types of

piezoelectric switches 30 ofa game device are concentrated in one place on an operating

board 2, and die key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a are depluyed adjacenUy, in a collected

configuration, foraied in a divided form that constitutes a circular shape. Thereby, not

only is the independent operation of each key top 8a, 10a, and 12a made possible, but

mixed combination operations oftwo types or ofthree types or more are also made

possible.
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[Claims]

[Claim 1] Game device operating buttons comprising at least three types ofswitch on a

game device operating board, said switches having, attached thereto, operating key tops,

wherein: said key tops are concentrated in one place on the operating board; said key tops

are deployed adjacently, in a collected configuration, formed in a divided form that

constitutes a prescribed shape; and said key tops are capable ofindependent operations

and mixed combinations of a plurality ofoperations.

[Claim 2] The game device operating buttons according to Claim 1, wherein said key

tops are such that contacting surfaces that contact adjacent key tops positioned inside and

outside an operating board cover are formed longer than the key stroke.

[Claim 3] The game device operating buttons according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein said

key tops are such that curved places for preventing catching on key-top attachment holes

in the operating board cover are formed at the outer edges ofthe upper surfaces [of said

key tops], excluding edges in contact with adjacent key tops.

[Claim 4] The game device operating buttons according to Claim 1, 2, or 3, wherein

convexities are formed at the outer edges ofthe upper surfaces ofthe key tops for

independently operating the key tops, leaving finger insertion portions for operating the

key tops simultaneously.

[Claim 5] The game device operating buttons according to any one of Claims 1 to 4, i
•;

wherein, ofsaid key tops, the key top on the front side in the direction of operating finger

insertion is made a dummy that is unrelated to switch operations.

[Detailed Description of Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Field of Use] This invention relates to operating buttons attached to the

operating board ofa game machine such as a television game device.

[0002]

[Prior Art] In a television game device for commercial or home use, a plurality of

operating buttons for performing various types of operations is deployed on an operating

board.

[0003] There are various kinds of operating buttons comprised on such an operating

board, such, for example, as power buttons for turning the electric power on, start buttons

for starting the game, directional indication operating buttons for designating the

directions ofmovement ofdisplay characters and the like, and multiple function buttons

for performing various types of action.

[0004] Ordinarily, such various types of operating buttons are deployed independently

on the operating board, and those respective buttons are deployed in a separated condition

to prevent erroneous operations.

[0005]

_ [Problems Invention Would Resolve] In the conventional operating buttons, when the

operating buttons are operated, the erroneous operation ofthe operating buttons does not
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readily occur because the operating buttons are independent and separated, but there are

problems therewith, nevertheless- As the content ofgames becomes complex, it becomes

more necessary to perform operations that mix and combine a plurality of operating

buttons than to operate the operating buttons independently. Examples of this are

simultaneously operating a plurality of function buttons, having combinations ofthose

simultaneously operated function buttons change, and, while repeatedly operating one

operating button, operating other operating buttons at each critical place. With

conventional independent and separated operating buttons, it is very difficult to

implement such mix-and-combine operations ofa plurality of operating buttons, it being

impossible to reach a plurality of operating buttons with the thumb, for example.

[0006] Furthermore, when operating buttons are deployed independently and separated,

the space on the operating board needs to be that much bigger, independent switching

mechanisms become necessary, the cost escalates, and the resulting layout, in aesthetic

terms, is disorderly. These are problems also.

[0007] An object ofthe present invention, which was devised to resolve the problems

with the conventional [art] noted above, is to provide game device operating buttons

wherewith operations that mix and combine a plurality of operating buttons are easy, the

space occupied on the operating board is reduced, pleasing aesthetics are realized, and it

is also possible to reduce costs.

[0008]

[Means for Resolving Problems] The invention in Claim 1 consists ofgame device

operating buttons comprising at least three types ofswitch on a game device operating

board, said switches having, attached thereto, operating key tops, wherein: said key tops

are concentrated in one place on the operating board; said key tops are deployed

adjacently, in a collected configuration, formed in a divided form that constitutes a

prescribed shape; and said key tops are capable ofindependent operations and mixed

combinations ofa plurality of operations.

[0009] The invention in Claim 2 is [the invention] in Claim 1 , wherein said key tops are

such that contacting surfaces that contact adjacent key tops positioned inside and outside

an operating board cover are formed longer than the key stroke.

[0010] The invention in Claim 3 is [the invention] in Claim 1 or 2, wherein said key tops

are such that curved places for preventing catching on key-top attachment holes in the

operating board cover are formed at the outer edges ofthe upper surfaces [of said key

tops], excluding edges in contact with adjacent key tops.

[001 1] The invention in Claim 4 is [the invention] in Claim 1 , 2, or 3, wherein

convexities are formed at the outer edges of the upper surfaces of the key tops for

independently operating the key tops, leaving finger insertion portions for operating the

key tops simultaneously.

[0012] TTie invention in Claim 5 is [the invention] in any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein,

ofsaid key tops, the key top on the front side in the direction of operating finger insertion

is made a dummy that is unrelated to switch operations.

[0013]

3
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{Operation] Based on Claim 1, by concentrating at least three types of switch operating

key top in one place on an operating board, and deploying the key tops adjacently, in a

collected configuration, forming a divided form that constitutes a prescribed shape, not

only is the independent operation ofeach key top made possible, but two types or three or

more types ofkey top can be mixed and combination-operated simultaneously with one

pressing action ofone finger.

[0014] In this case, because the key tops are in an adjacent configuration, compared to

when key tops are spread out, after one key operating action, the operating finger can be

easily returned to a neutral position, and the key tops are adjacent, wherefore the fleshy

part of an operating finger will seldom touch a corner ofa key top, and situations such as

an operating finger becoming painful when operating for a prolonged period oftime can

be avoided.

[0015] Also, because the operating buttons are deployed in a concentrated fashion,

simplification can be effected better than when switch mechanisms are deployed

independently, costs can be reduced, less space is required on the operating board, and

the aesthetics are improved.

[0016] Based on Claim 2, by making the contacting surfaces of the key tops that contact

the adjacent key tops positioned inside and outside the operating board cover longer than

the key stroke, even in a condition where the key tops are adjacent and in contact,

unfailing action can be expected with the key tops not pulling away from each other.

[001 7] Based on Claim 3, by forming curved places, for preventing catching on key-top

attachment holes in the operating board cover, at the outer edges ofthe upper surfaces [of

the key tops], excluding die edges in contact with adjacent key tops, smooth action of the

key tops can be expected.

[001 8] Based on Claim 4, by forming convexities, at the outer edges ofthe upper

surfaces ofthe key tops, for independently operating the key tops, leaving finger insertion

portions for operating the key tops simultaneously, not only are mixed combination

operations ofthe key tops made possible, but unfailing independent operations,

wherewith there are no erroneous operations, are also made possible.

[0019] Based on Claim 5, by using a dummy key top as a neutral key, it becomes

possible to prevent erroneous operations even better. It is also then possible to rest the

operating finger on the dummy key top, reduce operating finger fatigue, and thus making

it possible to operate a game for a prolonged period of time.

[0020]

[Embodiments] Preferred embodiments ofthe present invention are now described with

reference to the drawings.

[0021] Fig. 1 to 3 are diagrams ofgame device operating buttons relating to one

embodiment of the present invention, Fig. 1 being a plan VieW of an operating board

equipped with those operating buttons, Fig. 2 a section view at the H-II line in Fig. 1, and

Fig. 3 a plan view representing the relationship between the key tops and the

piezoelectric switches.
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[0022] The game device relating to this embodiment has a power button 4, a directional

indication operating button 6, a start button 8, and two function operating buttons 10 and

12 provided on an operating board 2.

[0023] The power button 4 and directional indication operating button 6 are deployed

independently on the operating board 2. The start button 8 and the two function

operating buttons 10 and 12 are deployed in a concentrated fashion at a position at the

upper right in Fig. 1.

[0024] More specifically, the start button 8 and the two function operating buttons 10

and 12 are formed so as to form a circular shape wherein the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a

are in a collected configuration, with the planar shapes ofthe key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 1 2a

fonned in delta shapes that trisect a circle, and these key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a deployed

adjacently, concentrated at one place at the upper right position in Fig. 1 on the operating

board 2.

[0025] Moreover, the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a have stopping flanges 14 on the lower

end side thereof, cause the upper portions thereofto protrude from attachment holes 1

8

fonned in an upper housing 16 of the operating board 2, and cause the flanges 14 to come

up against the lower edge portions ofthe attachment holes 1 8, thereby preventing [the

key tops] from falling out The key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a are also made so that

contacting surfaces 20a and 20b are fonned on the adjacent upper side portions and on
'

the adjacent side portions ofthe flanges 14, respectively.

[0026] Furthermore, switching units 22 are deployed on the lower sides ofthe key tops

8a, 10a, and 1 2a. These switching units 22 are formed so that a print board 28 is

mounted and fixed on a board support unit 26 formed so as to project inside a lower

housing 24 ofthe operating board 2, a support member 32 is mounted and fixed onto this

print board 28, and piezoelectric switches 30 are made to be held in this support member

32. The support member 32 is an elastically deformable panel of rubber or the like. This

support member 32 has projections 34 having substantially U-shaped sections for

contacting the lower surfaces ofthe key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 1 2a, respectively, and

supporting those key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a, formed at positions corresponding to the key

tops 8a, 10a, and 12a. On the lower surfaces in the centers ofthese projections 34 are

attached the piezoelectric switches 30, respectively. These piezoelectric switches 30

employ so-called piezoelectric rubber that becomes electrically conductive when

compressed. Provision is made so that when the support member 32 is deformed by the

pressing down ofthe key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a, and the conductivity changes when the

piezoelectric switches 30 are pressed on the print board 28, a switch operating signal is

sent to the circuitry on the print board 28.

[0027] Thus, in this embodiment, by deploying the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a adjacently,

concentrated at one place at the upper right position in Fig. 1 on the operating board 2,

not only can independent operations of the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a be effected with one

operating finger, but it becomes possible to easily perform various mixed or combination

operations of the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a, either two simultaneously or three

simultaneously, with one movement of one finger.

5
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[0028] Also, because the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a are in an adjacent configuration,

compared to when the key tops are spread out, it is easy to return the operating finger to

the neutral position after once making a key operating movement.

[0029] Furthermore, because the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a are adjacent, the fleshy part

ofan operating finger seldom strikes the angular parts ofthe key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a.

For that reason, the operating finger only infrequently becomes painful, and can

sufficiently endure while operating for a prolonged period oftime.

[0030] Also, because the key tops 8a, 10a, and 12a are deployed concentrated in one

place, the space occupied on the operating board 2 need not be large, and the aesthetics

are good, with the key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a forming a prescribed shape such as a circle

in a collected configuration. In addition to that, the mechanisms ofthe switching units 22

can be realized merely by having a plurality ofpiezoelectric switches 30 attached to one

support member 32, making it possible to reduce the number ofparts and to lower costs.

[003 1 ] Another embodiment ofthe present invention is diagrammed in Fig. 4.

[0032] In this embodiment, by making the length LI ofthe contacting surfaces 20a and

20b formed in the adjacent sides ofthe flanges 14 and adjacent upper sides ofthe key

tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a longer than the key stroke L2, a condition wherein the contacting

surfaces 20a and 20b are always iri Contact during key operations with the key tops 8a,

1 0a, and 1 2a is secured, so that unfailing movement can be effected.

[0033] Provision is made further so that curved places 36 for preventing catching on

key-top attachment holes 1 8 foiiried in the upper housing 16 ofthe operating board 2 are

formed at the outer edges of the upper surfaces [ofthe key tops], excluding edges in

contact with the adjacent key tops 8a, 1 0a, and 12a. Due to the existence of these curved

places 36, there is no catching on the attachment holes 1 8, even in the unlikely event that

[one of] the outer edges on the upper surface, excluding the edges in contact with the key

tops 8a, 10a, and 12a, move below the attachment holes 18 during key operation, as

indicated by the double-dotted chain line in the figure, [the key tops] return without fail,

and it is possible to secure good movement conditions.

[0034] Otherwise the configuration and action are the same as in the embodiment

previously described, and no redundant description is given.

[0035] Yet another embodiment of the present invention is diagrammed in Fig. 5.

[0036] In this embodiment, two key tops 38 and 40 are positioned in the front, on the left

and right sides, relative to the direction ofoperating finger insertion which is indicated by

arrows in Fig. 5(a). Another key top 42 is positioned to the rear thereof, thus

concentrating the total of three key tops in one place, so that a substantially elliptical

shape is formed in a collected configuration.

[0037] Then, as diagrammed in Fig. 5(b), [the embodiment] is made so that oblong

convexities 46, 48, and 50 are formed at the outer edges of the key tops 38, 4U, and 42,

for individually operating those key tops, leaving operating finger insertion portions 44

substantially in the center portions ofdie upper surfaces of the key tops 38, 40, and 42 for

operating two or three of the key tops 38, 40, and 42 simultaneously.
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[0038] That is, provision is made in this embodiment so that the height h2 ofthe

convexity 50 ofthe key top 42 at the rear is made slightly higher than the height hi ofthe

general surfaces (low surfaces) ofthe key tops 38, 40, and 42, and so that the height h3 of

the two key tops 38 and 40 in the front is set higher than h2. The height proportions in

this case are set so that hi :h2:h3 = 7:8:9.

[0039] Thus, by making the heights h2 and h3 ofdie convexities 46, 48, and 50 higher

than the height hi, erroneously effecting a mixed operation or an independent operation

can be preyented. And, by making the height h2 of the convexity 50 lower than the

height h3 of the convexities 46 and 48, erroneous operations during independent

operations with the key tops 38, 40, and 42 can be prevented. In particular, given that the

key top 42 will often be used as a pause button, provision is made so that interruptions of

the game by erroneously pushing the key top 42 when effecting other operations can be

prevented.

[0040] Accordingly, using the operating finger insertion portions 44, operations can

easily be effected wherein two or three of the plurality of key tops 38, 40, and 42 are

suitably mixed and combined. In addition, it is also possible to perform independent

operations ofthe key tops 38, 40, and 42 using the convexities 46, 48, and 50, easily,

definitely, and without causing erroneous operations.

[0041] Otherwise the configuration arid action, are the same as in the embodiments

previously described, and no redundant description is given.

[0042] Yet another embodiment of the present invention is diagrammed in Fig. 6.

[0043] In this embodiment, provision is made so that four key tops 52, 54, 56, and 58,

configured so as to divide a circle into four in a planar fashion, are deployed in a circular

shape, with two concentrated at the front and at the rear, and two at the left and right,

relative to the direction of operating finger insertion indicated by the arrows [sic] in the

figure.

[0044] Also, in the three key tops 54, 56, and 58 at the rear, left, and right, piezoelectric

switches 30 are deployed so as to correspond respectively therewith. No piezoelectric

switch is deployed in the front key top 52. This front key top 52 is provided for use as a

dummy key that is unrelated to switching operations.

[0045] Accordingly, ifthe front key top 52 that is unrelated to switching operations is

used as a neutral key, and the rear, left, and right key tops 54f 56, and 58 are operated

from that key top 52 as the center, waiting at the key top 52 position, key operations can

be effected while being continually aware ofthe finger position, operabflity can be

further enhanced, and erroneous operations prevented. In addition, because [the

operating finger] can be rested in a waiting state on the key top 52, finger fatigue can be

significantly reduced.

[QQ46] Oth^r^fr tV>p configuration and artinn are thft gamp as in the pmhndiment

previously described, and no redundant description is given.

[0047] Next, making reference to Fig. 7, an example ofthe operation ofthe game device

operating buttons relating to the present invention is described, comparing that with

independent-type operating buttons.
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[0048] In Fig. 7, examples of independent-type operating buttons are indicated on the

left side, examples ofthe operating buttons of the present invention are indicated in the

middle, and corresponding game screens are represented on the right.

[0049] In the operating buttons of the present invention, three buttons are deployed

adjacently, with a start operating button 60 at the rear (above in the figure) and function

operating buttons 62 and 64 at the left and right in front (below in the figure). At the

outer edges of the upper surfaces ofthe key tops 60a, 62a, and 64a of the start operating

button 60 and the ftinction operating buttons 62 and 64 are formed convexities 66, 68,

and 70 for independent operations, leaving insertion portions for the operating finger 66.

In the independent-type operating buttons also, similarly, a start operating button 72 is

deployed at the rear and function operating buttons 74 and 76 are deployed at the left and

right in the front, separated by prescribed intervals.

[0050] Provision is also made, for example, so that a game start or pause function is

imparted to the start operating buttons 60 and 72, a surface-to-air missile launch function

is imparted to the function operating buttons 62 and 74, and an air-to-ground missile

launch function is imparted to the function operating buttons 64 and 76.

[0051] Given these conditions, when the game is first started, as diagrammed at (A) in

the figure, the game starts when the convexity 66 of the start operating button 60 is

depressed, the player's naval vessel 80 appears at the bottom center position on the game

screen, and the background images 82 move. In this case, the convexity 66 can realize
,

substantially the same operating conditions as for the independent-type start operating

button 72 because it protrudes out from the upper surface of the key top 60a.

[0052] Next, with the background images moving, when an enemy 84 such as a UFO or

fighter plane or the like appears on the screen, as diagrammed at (B) in the figure, the

convexity 68 ofthe function operating button 62 is depressed and a surface-to-iair missile

attack is made against the enemy. In this case also, because the convexity 68 protrudes

from the upper surface ofthe key top 62a, substantially the same operating conditions as

for the independent-type function operating button 74 are realized.

[0053] Then, when a base 86 on the surface is detected, as diagrammed at (Q in the

figure, the convexity 70 ofthe function operating button 64 is depressed and an attack is

made by launching an air-to-ground missile against the base. In this case also,

substantially the same operating conditions as for the independent-type function

operating button 76 can be realized because the convexity 70 protrudes out from the

upper surface of the key top 64a.

[0054] Also, in the event that enemies 84 such as UFOs or fighter planes make an

approach during the base attack, as diagrammed at (D) in the figure, by simultaneously

depressing the function operating buttons 62 and 64 with one finger, air-to-ground and

surface-to-air missiles are launched simultaneously, and air-to-ground and surface-to-air

attacks are conducted simultaneously. In that case, whereas it is very difficult to effect—
operations with one operating finger using the independent-type function operating

buttons 74 and 76, because they are separated by an interval, the function operating

buttons 62 and 64 are adjacent, wherefore a pressing operation that bridges across both

[ofthose buttons] can be performed easily.
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[0055] 'Furthermore, while not shown in the figure, it is possible to do such things as

deploying a barrier for the player's naval vessel 80 with three simultaneous operations

using the start operating button 60 and the two function operating buttons 62 and 64, or

launching a single laser projectile with two simultaneous operations using the start

operating button 60 and the function operating button 62, or launching a napalm bomb

with two simultaneous operations using the start operating button 60 and the function

operating button 64. Thus it is possible to increase the number of signals with the same

circuitry [more] than as compared to the case of independent operations.

[0056] The present invention is not limited to or by the embodiments described in the

foregoing, but is amenable to various modified embodiments within the scope ofthe

essential idea of the invention.

[0057] In the embodiments described in the foregoing, for example, examples are cited

of collections ofthree or four key tops, but [the invention] is not limited to these

examples, and it is possible to provide for collections offive or more key tops,

[0058] The shape ofthe collected configuration, moreover, is not limited to the circular

or elliptical shape described earlier, and it is possible to adopt [any of] various shapes.

[0059]

[Benefits of Invention] Based on Claim 1, by adjacently deploying at least three types

of switch operation key tops in a collected.configuration,, forming a divided shape of a

prescribed shape, not only is the independent operation ofeach key top made possible,

but two types or three or more types ofkey top can be mixed and combination-operated

simultaneously with one finger.

[0060] Also, compared to when key tops are spread out, after one key operating action,

the operating finger can be easily returned to a neutral position, and the key tops are

adjacent, wherefore the fleshy part ofan operating finger will seldom touch a comer ofa

key top, and situations such as an operating finger becoming painful when operating for a

prolonged period oftime can be avoided.

[0061] Moreover, because the operating buttons are deployed in a concentrated fashion,

simplification can be effected better than when switch mechanisms are also deployed

independently, costs can be reduced, less space is required on the operating board, and

the aesthetic effect is pleasing.

[0062] Based on Claim 2, by making the contacting surfaces ofthe key tops that contact

the adjacent key tops positioned inside and outside the operating board cover longer than

the key stroke, even in a condition where the key tops are adjacent and in contact,

unfailing action can be expected with the key tops not pulling away from each other.

[0063] Based on Claim 3, by forming curved places, for preventing catching on key-top

attachment holes in the operating board cover, at the outer edges of the upper surfaces [of

the key tops], excluding the edges In contact with adjacent key tops, smooth action of the

key tops can be expected.

[0064] Based on Claim 4, by forming convexities, at the outer edges ofthe upper

surfaces ofthe key tops, for independently operating the key tops, leaving finger insertion

parts for operating the key tops simultaneously, not only are mixed combination

9
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operations of the key tops made possible, but unfailing independent operations,

wherewith there are no erroneous operations, are also made possible.

[0065] Based on Claim 5, by using a dummy key top as a neutral key, it becomes

possible to prevent erroneous operations even better. In addition, by using the dummy

key top as a finger rest, operating finger fatigue can be reduced, and endurance for

operating the game for a prolonged period oftime can be realized.

[Brief Description ofDrawings]

Fig. 1 is a plan view of an operating board of a game device equipped with operating

buttons relating to one embodiment ofthe present invention.

Fig. 2 is a section view along the II-II line in Fig. 1

.

Fig. 3 is a plan view representing the relationship between key tops and piezoelectric

switches in this embodiment.

Fig. 4 is a section view ofanother embodiment ofthe present invention.

Fig. 5 diagrams yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, with Fig. 5(a) being a

plan view thereof, and Fig. 5(b) being a section view along the b-b line in Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 6 is a plan view of yet another embodiment ofthe present invention.

Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram representing ojie example of the Operating conditions of

the operating buttons ofthe present invention in n^j^r^pta conventional operating

buttons.

[Explanation of Symbols]

2 Operating board

8 Start button

1 0, 12 Function operating buttons

8a, 10a, 12a Key tops

16 Upper housing

20a, 20b Contacting surfaces

30 Piezoelectric switch

36 Curved place

38,40,42 Key tops

44 Operating finger insertion portions

46,48,50 Convexities

5? 54 ^ *g Voyinp* _
L 1 Length of contacting surface

L2 Keystroke
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